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Brittanys by Dan Rice. Brittanys: Everything about History, Purchase, Care, Nutrition, Training, and Behavior.

by. Dan Rice. 4.25 Â· Rating details. Â· 12 ratings Â· 0 reviews. Bred primarily as a bird dog, this energetic canine loves the outdoors and makes a fine pet for owners who can give it ample exercise. Each book is individually written by a trainer, breeder, veterinarian, or other animal specialist. Titles in this series cover every popular breed of dog and cat, freshwater and marine fish, many bird varieties, and virtually all other animals that are kept as pets. All books are filled with handsome color photos and instructive line illustrations.

...more. Get A Copy. This information-packed manual presents the basic information every pet owner should know, from purchase of the right kind of pet for the right household, to details on feeding, health care, breeding, training, grooming and much more. Previous ed.:1996.Â€| (more). Quick Links. Amazon.com (direct). Abebooks.com. Amazon Kindle (0 editions). Audible (0 editions).